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Transmittal Letter from
HSSOntario Board Chair
March 9, 2018
Dr. Bob Bell
Deputy Minister
Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care
Hepburn Block, 10th Floor
80 Grosvenor St.
Toronto ON M7A 1R3
Dear Deputy Minister Bell,
On behalf of Health Shared Services Ontario (HSSOntario), I am pleased to share with you
the Board approved 2018-2019 Annual Business Plan. This plan outlines key activities
and initiatives that will enable HSSOntario to deliver against the priorities identified in its
inaugural strategic plan.
The Annual Business Plan demonstrates how HSSOntario will continue to work in
partnership with the LHINs and the Ministry of Health and Long Term Care to move
forward shared priorities to transform our health system today and for the future.
Together, we will collaborate to directly support the goals of various provincial strategies,
including Patients First, the Digital Health Strategy and LHIN Renewal. With the LHIN
transition now complete, emphasis for HSSOntario in the coming year will be to:
● harmonize the service offering to the LHINs, which historically, was provided by
a number of discrete entities;
● ensure that services evolve to support the broader mandate of the LHINs; and
● identify and realize opportunities for effectiveness and efficiencies across
the sector.
We are confident the plans that have been set out will help to realize the benefits the
government had envisioned when establishing HSSOntario as a central shared services
provider for all LHINs across the province.
Regards,

Nancy Naylor
Board Chair
Health Shared Services Ontario
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Introduction

Health Shared Services Ontario (HSSOntario) is a new agency of the Government of
Ontario that was created in January 2017. In December 2016, the Legislative Assembly of
Ontario passed the Patients First Act, 2016, which resulted in the amalgamation of three
discrete shared services entities—the Ontario Association of Community Care Access
Centres (OACCAC), the LHIN Shared Services Office (LSSO) and the LHIN Collaborative
(LHINC)—to form a new shared services entity, HSSOntario. HSSOntario became
operational in March 2017.
The Patients First Act, also enabled the amalgamation of the 14 Local Health Integration
Networks (LHINs) and 14 Community Care Access Centers (CCACs). This amalgamation
has been part of the government’s broader efforts to establish the LHINs as regional
leaders of a truly integrated, more effective and more patient-centered health care
system. These efforts, collectively known as LHIN Renewal, are a key enabler for Ontario’s
Patients First: Action Plan for Health Care, which is focused on increasing access to care,
reducing wait times and improving the patient experience.
HSSOntario plays an important multifaceted role in the delivery of services to the LHINs
across various functional areas including:
● Information technology, data management, and advancement of provincial
digital health assets;
● Home and community care program support and implementation, including
support for policy development and implementation and quality improvement;
● Labour relations and collective bargaining;
● Finance and administration, including accounts payable and
inventory management; and
● Centralized procurement.
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HSSOntario’s role in the delivery of each of its key functions varies depending on the
project or priority. It partners with LHINs to act as a shared services provider, acts as a
delivery agent for the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care (MOHLTC or “the ministry”),
and as a leader in the delivery of digital health-enabled care solutions. Through these
roles, HSSOntario is in a position to drive:
● health system standardization and consistency, leading to a more common
patient experience across Ontario;
● health system integration to support frontline care, through the expanded use of
existing technology assets and innovations;
● health system sustainability and cost savings, realized through economies of
scale and the centralization of key services; and
● centralization of policy and quality improvement supports to enable
implementation of the Government’s Patients First strategy.
HSSOntario is pleased to share its inaugural Annual Business Plan (ABP). Our Plan, built
on our inaugural Strategic Plan, will set out the directions and priorities that will be the
organization’s focus for the coming years and, specifically, outlines year 1 deliverables
of this 3 year plan. The ABP highlights HSSOntario’s strategic initiatives to deliver on the
results within the provincial context and aligns with Ontario’s Patients First: Action Plan
for Health Care.
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Mandate

HSSOntario’s vision is to support an accessible, equitable and integrated health system
for all Ontarians. In partnership with the LHINs, HSSOntario will enable integration,
improvement and sustainability for the health system. To realize this mission over the
next three years, HSSOntario is focused on three priority areas that will anchor all efforts.
They are:
● maximize the value of provincial digital health assets;
● optimize health system performance; and
● deliver outstanding business and corporate services.
The focus for HSSOntario, during the first year of this three year Annual Business Plan,
will be to ensure that outcomes identified in the Minister of Health and Long Term Care’s
mandate letter are achieved. They include:
● engage the LHINs to develop a three-year strategic business plan for
HSSOntario that will support the LHINs in their mandate to transform
their local system;
● work with the Ministry and LHINs to develop a roadmap of prioritized activities
to enhance HSSOntario’s digital health assets in support of the Digital
Health Strategy;
● engage with LHINs to set out the structure and plan for HSSOntario to support
an enterprise-wide review (“Enterprise Review”) to identify opportunities for
improved efficiencies post transition;
● engage with the LHINs to jointly establish agreements with the LHINs for the
provision of shared services that HSSOntario provides to the LHINs and other
healthcare partners; and
● continue to lead the work to support the LHINs in the development of
an executive compensation framework for the LHINs and HSSOntario.
The ensuing sections of this document provide greater detail on how these outcomes will
be achieved through the work that is planned.
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Strategic Plan

Strategic Planning Process

A comprehensive planning approach based on industry best practices was used to
establish the HSSOntario inaugural strategic plan. An expansive stakeholder consultation
approach was adopted to obtain diverse perspectives given the broad role HSSOntario
has the ability to play across the health care sector. The strategic planning process
included the following elements:
● Industry Best Practice Strategic Planning Models – Six industry standard
strategic planning models were reviewed. A hybrid strategic planning model
was adopted given HSSOntario’s unique profile, as a government agency,
delivery agent and shared services provider.
● Environmental Scan – HSSOntario undertook an environmental scan of shared
services organizations, crown agencies, and other relevant organizations
to assess strategic plan methodology and structure. The review included
provincial and national organizations, as well as other provincial shared service
organizations relevant to HSSOntario.
● Stakeholder Consultation – HSSOntario completed a comprehensive
consultation process across the LHINs, HSSOntario Board of Directors,
MOHLTC, and other health care partner stakeholder groups. In total, over
40 interviews were conducted with various executive leaders across these
stakeholder groups. Over 70 HSSOntario staff members were engaged in
the development of organizational values.
● Review of Provincial Strategies – A thorough review of provincial government
strategies, focusing on those defined within the MOHLTC and Ministry of
Government and Consumer Services (MGCS), was conducted to ensure
that the strategic plan was complementary to these strategies.
● Review of MOUs and Agreements – It was also important to root the strategic
planning process against key agreements already in place including:
— HSSOntario Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the MOHLTC;
— Service Level Agreements (SLAs) currently in place with the LHINs; and
— LHIN and HSSOntario mandate letters.
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Strategic Plan

The HSSOntario Strategic Plan is intended to guide the organization for the next three
years. HSSOntario has developed the ABP with a view to driving the organization towards
achieving the directions noted below.

VISION
An accessible, equitable, and
integrated health system for
all Ontarians.

MISSION
In partnership with LHINs, we will
enable integration, improvement
and sustainability of health care
in Ontario.

STRATEGIC
PRIORITY B

STRATEGIC
PRIORITY A

Optimize Health
System Performance

Maximize the Value
of Provincial Digital
Health Assets

STRATEGIC
PRIORITY C
Deliver Outstanding
Corporate and
Business Support
Services

Organizational Values
I VALUE…

I WILL…

INNOVATION

Foster a culture that embraces change, creativity, new ideas
and is solution focused.

COLLABORATION

Work together with colleagues, clients and external partners
to achieve common goals.

INTEGRITY

Operate in a manner that instills confidence and is both fair
and respectful.

SERVICE
EXCELLENCE

Work to exceed client expectations by delivering the highest
quality products and services.

IMPACT

Ensure the work I do is underpinned by the value it will have on
the health system.
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Overview of HSSOntario Programs

HSSOntario has a number of established
program and service areas, through which
it is able to deliver on its objectives and
goals in partnership with the LHINs.
Digital Health Assets – HSSOntario
engineers and manages digital health
assets, such as CHRIS (Client Health &
Related Information System), which are
core to the delivery of patient care in
Ontario. In-house systems-development
capability has enabled HSSOntario to
implement pragmatic solutions to address
real front-line business needs for the
LHINs. Although off-the-shelf products
and third-party vendors are leveraged,
in many cases custom digital health
solutions are needed to effectively support
unique business requirements of health
care delivery in Ontario.

Key Components of the
CHRIS Platform

● An assessment solution that hosts
a number of standardized tools to
support the clinical assessment
of patient needs and help develop
care plans.
● Document Management System
(DMS) tool that provides for the
safe and secure management
and sharing amongst care
providers of patient documents
in electronic form.
● Direct communication between
CHRIS and the health-information
systems of other care providers,
such as hospitals and EMS. These
include eNotification and eReferral.
● Health Partner Gateway, a secure
online portal that facilitates
communication between an
expanding list of health service
providers, including long-term care
homes, hospitals, primary care
physicians and community service
agencies.

Through the CHRIS suite of applications
(e.g. Health Partner Gateway (HPG),
the provincial assessment solution,
the document management system
etc.), LHINs have the use of digital
tools to support patient intake, clinical
assessment, home care service
provisioning, medical equipment
and supply ordering, long term care
placement, billing and other functions, that lead to efficient, high-quality and reliable
care. Tools like HPG offer the LHINs and their partners in care such as home care service
organizations, hospitals and long term care homes access to information and data that
further support the delivery of care across the health care continuum.
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These systems also play an important role in integrating the health care system by
enabling seamless patient transitions from one health care organization to another.
Highlights include:
● More than 700,000 patients have their care managed through the system
● More than 890,000 home and community care services are authorized
annually
● More than 5,400,000 referrals/updates, and more than 3,900,000
supporting medical documents, are automatically sent to contracted service
provider organizations, long-term care homes, etc., annually.
● Integration is in place with 150 hospitals
— Over 15,000 eNotifications are received daily from hospitals (to inform
primary care and home care service providers of when a patient presents,
is admitted and discharged from the hospital)
— Over 45,000 eReferrals are received from hospitals annually
Home and Community Care Program Support – Assist LHINs with delivery of
streamlined and integrated home and community care through:
● Support the introduction of new or enhanced provincial policies and programs
● Development and implementation of operational guidelines and other tools for
provincial deployment
Program Innovation and Planning – Work collaboratively with the LHINs and the
MOHLTC to progress the LHIN renewal and transformation agenda. Provide strategic
advice, analysis, and implementation support for pan-LHIN initiatives and programs.
Information and Performance Management - HSSOntario manages business intelligence
solutions and provides LHINs with a single point of access to their data holdings
(e.g. CHRIS, RAI-HC, etc.). The organization is also heavily involved in leveraging
provincial data to support provincial initiatives and research. Specifically HSSOntario:
● Provides centralized decision support and coordinated home and community
care data collection and analysis
● Provides evidence and analysis to inform quality improvement initiatives
● Provides input on the development of Service Accountability Agreements
● Partners with health data/ partners (e.g., HQO, Institute for Clinical Evaluative
Sciences, CIHI) to develop analytics, best practices, performance metrics, etc.
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IT Services – HSSOntario supports LHIN base-technology needs and patient care
platforms through the implementation and operational management of a complex
information technology and network infrastructure. Significant aspects of this
infrastructure include:
● Implementation and operational management of essential firewalls, switches
and load balancers needed to connect HSSOntario and LHIN offices
(280 sites across the province)
● Use of five data centers and the management of the servers and other
IT equipment held within them required to support digital health assets
(e.g., CHRIS and Health Partner Gateway, or HPG, etc.) that enable delivery of
day-to-day patient care services across the province
● Provisioning and ongoing management of over 9,800 laptops, desktops
and peripherals
● Technology to support workforce mobility, including provincial VPN, wireless and
remote-access portal solutions
● Hosting and providing unified communication tools and services, such as email,
instant messaging, SharePoint and other back-office supports
Procurement Process Support – Pan-LHIN procurements across numerous disciplines
are managed and coordinated through HSSOntario. A strong partnership is in place
with the LHINs as well as the MOHLTC and MGCS to ensure there is alignment with
the Healthcare Sector Supply Chain Strategy. HSSOntario explores the possibility of
leveraging existing OPS VORs prior to initiating a new competitive process.
Through this centralized function, LHINs are able to benefit from economies of scale
across numerous disciplines, including technology and business supports. This role also
enables standardization and consistency by establishing provincial requirements and
ensuring vendors are selected based on their ability to support them. Specific supports
provided include:
● Managing multi-LHIN procurement of vendor supports and services
(e.g., consultancy support, technology hardware/software, payroll services,
recruitment services etc.)
● Managing the pre-qualification process for the procurement of home and
community services, as well as medical supplies and equipment to support the
delivery of home and community care services across the 14 LHINs
Privacy and Information Security – HSSOntario, in its position as a Health Information
Network Provider (HINP), plays an important role in supporting LHINs in sharing
information with other health partner organizations (i.e. HSSOntario enables sharing of
information between two Health Information Custodians (HICs). HSSOntario operates in
compliance with the Personal Health Information Protection Act (PHIPA) and in its shared
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services capacity, HSSOntario also supports LHINs to ensure compliance with PHIPA.
Some key functions include:
● Facilitating data sharing and network sharing agreements to enable patient
information sharing with health partners
● Establishing privacy and security processes and protocols to ensure technology
infrastructure and applications are compliant with privacy/security legislation
(e.g. PHIPA)
● Providing consultancy services to LHINs on privacy and security issues
● Supporting Pan-LHIN FIPPA requests related to home and community care
Provincial Labour Relations and Human Resources – HSSOntario provides central
support for labour relations and collective bargaining in a unionized environment. Some
key Human Resource and Labour Relations functions include:
● Coordination of labour relations and provision of support for LHIN negotiations
with unions, which will include: Collective-bargaining support and coordination
required to support provincial/bargaining-agent-specific labour relations issues
on behalf of the LHINs
● Management of employee benefits contracts (provincial procurement, vendor
management and transaction support)
Finance and Administration – HSSOntario plays an important role supporting the
LHINs with Finance and Administration functions across the province. This includes
the implementation of the provincial financial and human resources information
system. The facilitation role of HSSOntario in these disciplines helps to ensure a
consistent approach combined with a community of practice philosophy. Some key
examples include:
● Leading the optimization and leveraging of WFIS opportunities to further
develop the services available to LHINs to enhance financial and workforce
planning and reporting information
● Collaborate with LHINs in the identification of best practices and processes
affecting corporate service functions
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Objectives and Goals
STRATEGIC PRIORITY A
MAXIMIZE THE VALUE OF PROVINCIAL DIGITAL
HEALTH ASSETS
HSSOntario manages the operations of a number of digital health assets
that enable the delivery of home and community care services and connect
patients to care throughout the province of Ontario. HSSOntario, in partnership
with the LHINs, developed this foundational suite of digital health assets and is
ideally positioned to enable greater integration of the health system, effectively
leading to better patient experience and improved information access by health
care providers.
In addition to health system integration, a key focus for the organization going forward
is to support the LHINs to provide patients and their caregivers with better access to
information related to their care. Achieving goals in this area will support priorities set out
in both the Patients First: A Roadmap to Strengthen Home and Community Care and
the provincial Digital Health Strategy including the Consumer eHealth Strategy.

OBJECTIVE: Enable health system integration through the expanded use of
digital health assets and innovations
GOALS

Work with LHINs to progress the
proliferation and adoption of the
Coordinated Care Plan (CCP) within the
province, and support data collection on
enhanced performance indicators for Health
Links. This will enable a consistent and
comprehensive approach for Health Links
partners to effectively collaborate and plan
care for patients.
CONTINUE NEXT PAGE 

STATUS
IN
PROGRESS

FY18/19 TARGETS

● Provincially standardized
coordinated care plan is used across
all LHINs in the province for all
Health Link patients.
● 85% of LHINs have adopted the
CHRIS Coordinated Care Plan.
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GOALS

STATUS

FY18/19 TARGETS

Continue to deploy eNotification capability
across the province. The capability will
enable key health care partners (e.g. primary
care, service provider organizations,
community support agencies etc.) to be
notified when a patient presents at
a hospital emergency department. Health
partners will be able to avoid missed visits
and redirect resources to others in need.

IN
PROGRESS

● eNotification integration is in
place with 90% of hospitals in
the province.

Enable LHINS to permit enhanced health
service provider (e.g. service provider
organizations, primary care etc.) access
to patient care digital health assets such
as CHRIS (Client Health and Related
Information System) to reduce fragmentation
of patient data.

NOT
STARTED

● Update CHRIS infrastructure,
functionality and enabling processes
to support enhanced health service
provider access to CHRIS.

Establish tighter integration between
primary care and LHINs. This will be
achieved in a number of different ways
(e.g. integration of the Coordinated Care
Plan with Primary Care Electronic Medical
Records (EMRs), eReferrals from Primary
Care for home care services etc.)

NOT
STARTED

● Collaborate with LHINs and
MOHLTC, to establish a joint
roadmap related to primary
care integration.
● This will be a multi-year program.
Focus in FY18/19 will be to progress
phase 1 deliverables.
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OBJECTIVE: Develop tools and processes to support more effective and efficient
delivery of frontline patient care
GOALS

STATUS

FY18/19 TARGETS

Implement technology-enabled business
process efficiencies through the Releasing
Time to Care initiative.

IN
PROGRESS

● Working with LHINs to identify
opportunities to identify the most
commonly executed business
processes for front-line staff and
determine if time savings can be
achieved through automation.

Continue to enhance assessment tools
and practices to support more efficient
and effective delivery of home and
community care.

IN
PROGRESS

● Deliver and support implementation
of the interRAI Home Care
assessment instrument. Benefits
include efficiencies gained through
pre-population of data across
instruments and improved clinical
outputs to support care planning.

Develop a digital clinical documentation
strategy. There is a need to expand
the application suite to support clinical
documentation needs of all LHIN health care
practitioners (e.g. nurse practitioners).

NOT
STARTED

● Establish clinical document strategy.
Progress phase 1 deliverables.

OBJECTIVE: Embed digital patient access channels into the client and caregiver
home care experience
GOALS

STATUS

FY18/19 TARGETS

Establish a strategy that will allow patients
to have direct access to their community
based health care information.

NOT
STARTED

● Work in partnership with the LHINs
and MOHLTC to establish patient
portal platform strategy and
roadmap.
● This will be a multi-year program.
Focus in FY18/19 will be to progress
phase 1 deliverables.

Enable more effective digital
communications channels between
health care providers and patients/
families. In addition to accessing health
information, patients need more effective
ways to communicate with their health
care providers.

NOT
STARTED

● In partnership with LHINs and
MOHLTC, establish secure
messaging strategy.
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STRATEGIC PRIORITY B
OPTIMIZE HEALTH SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Over the next three years HSSOntario will be focused on supporting the
broader mandate of the LHINs. Although there will continue to be a focus
on leveraging existing expertise related to home and community care, the
organization will evolve its service offering to ensure LHIN mandates related to health
system performance and integration are similarly supported. This offering will be
developed in partnership with the LHINs as the sector continues to progress its LHIN
renewal and transformation agenda. Services will evolve as opportunities for centralized
support are identified.

OBJECTIVE: Support development and implementation of pan-LHIN and
government initiatives
GOALS

STATUS

FY18/19 TARGETS

Work in partnership with the LHINs to
support implementation of key strategic
system priorities as identified through
LHIN Transformation. This may include
supporting provincial projects on emerging
issues, as well as contributing to improved
efficiency and adoption of leading practices
across the province.

NOT
STARTED

● Support LHINs with developing
strategies to meet the goals of
LHIN Transformation in areas such
as; Mental Health and Addictions,
Primary Care, Sub-Regional Planning
and Health Links.

Support LHINs with ongoing work related to
establishing and refreshing accountability
agreements with Health Service Providers
(HSPs). These agreements formalize funding
arrangements, performance indicators,
reporting requirements etc. between a LHIN
and corresponding HSP.

IN
PROGRESS

● Manage the provincial SAA process,
supporting the LHINs to renew over
1600 SAAs (HSAA, MSAA and LSAA)
with all HSPs.
● Support the LHINs to establish
a mechanism to fund primary care
Health Service Providers as part of
Patients First.
● Support the LHINs to develop an
integrated SAA that will, simplify
administrative processes and
improve coordination for those
organizations that currently have
more than one SAA with a LHIN.

CONTINUE NEXT PAGE 
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GOALS

Support the LHINs in addressing
recommendations identified by provincial
reports and directions including the Office
of the Chief Coroner of Ontario, Office of the
Auditor General of Ontario, etc.

STATUS
IN
PROGRESS

FY18/19 TARGETS

● Support LHINs to meet the
recommendations of the Chief
Coroner of Ontario as outlined.
This includes convening stakeholders
involved to identify opportunities and
best practices to support pan-LHIN
implementation.

OBJECTIVE: Support consistency and quality standards in home care
GOALS

STATUS

FY18/19 TARGETS

Support the LHINs in the implementation
of MOHLTC priorities to progress programs
that enhance patient experience and
delivery of home care services across
the province.

IN
PROGRESS

● Work with LHINs, MOHLTC,
and health care partners to develop
program specifications to implement
tools and processes for key priorities
such as Levels of Care, Bundled
Care, Wound Care etc.

Support the LHINs in the implementation
of MOHLTC priorities to establish
a Self-Directed Care model that will
provide eligible clients and caregivers
with an option for a model of care that is
more self-directed.

IN
PROGRESS

● Work with LHINs and MOHLTC
to monitor and refine Self-Directed
Care program specifications
to support patients and families
who chose this model of care.

Support the LHINs in the implementation
of MOHLTC initiatives related to contract
modernization in home care.

IN
PROGRESS

● Work with LHINs and MOHTLC
to support integration of care and
other contract-related initiatives
for home and community care
transformation.

Facilitate the implementation of a consistent
waitlist management framework and
associated business processes for home
care services.

NOT
STARTED

● Facilitate the implementation of
a consistent waitlist management
framework and associated business
processes for home care services.

Improve standardization through ongoing
enhancements to CHRIS.

IN
PROGRESS

● Identify key areas to implement
standardization of data and codes
across all 14 LHINs to enable greater
consistency in care delivery and
resulting data measurement.
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OBJECTIVE: Expand provincial business intelligence capability to enhance
evidence based decision making
GOALS

STATUS

FY18/19 TARGETS

Expand and formalize business intelligence
capability across the sector to support
LHIN analytics.

IN
PROGRESS

● Establish a standardized care
coordinator dashboard across
the province.
● Evolve senior management
dashboard as new requirements
are identified.

Continue to leverage data and partnerships
with leading research and quality
improvement organizations, such as Health
Quality Ontario, the Canadian Institute for
Health Information (CIHI), interRAI, etc.

IN
PROGRESS

● Enhance home care data reporting
to align with CIHI data reporting
standards.
● Leverage home care data in working
with HQO to support enhanced
reporting related to patient and care
giver experience.
● 100% on time delivery of data to
key health system partners as per
terms established in the appropriate
Data Sharing Agreements and
Network Services Agreements (DSA
and NSAs).
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STRATEGIC PRIORITY C
DELIVER OUTSTANDING CORPORATE AND BUSINESS
SUPPORT SERVICES
With the LHIN transitions successfully completed and transformation work now
underway, further opportunities for improved effectiveness and efficiency need
to be explored. As the new organizations evolve, HSSOntario will play an important role
in rationalizing IT infrastructure and business support services and determining where
there are opportunities to streamline. Efficiencies achieved will enable LHINs to re-invest
savings into patient care.

OBJECTIVE: Lead provincial pan LHIN initiatives that will result in more efficient
and effective corporate and business support services for the sector
GOALS

STATUS

FY18/19 TARGETS

The MOHLTC has requested that
HSSOntario lead a multi-year Enterprise
Review designed to identify opportunities
for efficiencies across the LHINs and
HSSOntario. The review will include, but is
not limited to, such areas as information
technology, human resource and financial
administration, insurance, procurement and
standardization.

IN
PROGRESS

● Complete third party review of
IT back office service delivery
across the province. Commence
implementation of phase 1
deliverables.
● Complete third party review
of email/messaging services.
Commence implementation of
phase 1 deliverables.
● Complete third party review of
benefits plans across the province.
Working with LHINs, complete
a review of LHIN and HSSOntario
insurance needs to determine
appropriate approach for the future.

Implement a provincial Workforce and
Financial Information System (WFIS) for all
LHINs. Through this effort, HSSOntario will
consolidate and streamline payroll, financial
and workforce solutions.

IN
PROGRESS

● Proceed with competitive
procurement process, to select
a product that will meet the financial
and workforce business needs of
the province.
● Commence Year 1 implementation
activities.

Continue to centrally manage certain
procurements on behalf of the LHINs.

IN
PROGRESS

● Work with the LHINs to identify
and undertake key procurements
for Pan LHIN products and
services including external audit,
client and caregiver experience
survey, etc.

CONTINUE NEXT PAGE 
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GOALS

Implement the LHIN Board Evaluation
Process to support good governance
practices

STATUS
IN
PROGRESS

FY18/19 TARGETS

● Support LHINs executing the LHIN
Board Evaluation process and report
back requirements to the Ministry.

OBJECTIVE: Define and execute strategies that improve and scale HSSOntario IT
infrastructure service
GOALS

STATUS

FY18/19 TARGETS

Harmonize IT infrastructure that was in
place with external vendor to support the
LHINs prior to transition. This includes
consolidation of network infrastructure,
service desks, email and secure messaging
platforms etc. Significant sector-wide
savings will be achieved through the
streamlining of these services.

IN
PROGRESS

● Complete consolidation of multiple
service desks that were in place prior
to the sector transition.
● Integrate network infrastructure
across legacy LHIN and legacy
CCAC solutions.
● Consolidate email and secure
messaging platforms across legacy
LHIN and legacy CCAC solutions.

Move forward with the data center
consolidation strategy. HSSOntario currently
leverages numerous data centers to
support hosting requirements associated
with both clinical and non-clinical
systems. Opportunities to move to cloud
infrastructure will also be explored.

IN
PROGRESS

● Progress phase 2 of this multi-year
initiative aimed at consolidating 8
data centers into 3. 3 data centers
were decommissioned in FY17/18.
Streamline remaining data centers
will continue into FY18/19 with
completion targeted for FY19/20.

Evaluate opportunities to further strengthen
system redundancy, business continuity
planning, and disaster recovery processes
associated with the CHRIS suite of
applications.

IN
PROGRESS

● Focus on post transition IT
infrastructure stabilization to ensure
stability and reliability of mission
critical systems. Meet all targets
established in the technology Service
Level Agreement (SLA).
● Although many aspects of
the disaster recovery plan have
been implemented, establish
a geographically dispersed back up
site for digital health assets.
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OBJECTIVE: Support sector with labor relations and provincial human resource
initiatives
GOALS

STATUS

FY18/19 TARGETS

Support the LHINs with establishing
and implementing a provincial human
resources strategy.

IN
PROGRESS

● Complete third party review of
Compensation Plans (Job Evaluation
included) across the province.
Complete phase 1 deliverables
(focused on Directors and
Managers).
● Complete procurement of Employee
Engagement Survey tool and
execute survey.
● Support LHINs in the design and
implementation of leadership
competency framework.

Support the LHINs in establishing
and implementing a provincial labour
relations strategy.

IN
PROGRESS

● Support the LHIN collective
bargaining process of negotiating
20 collective agreements.
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Environmental Scan

HSSOntario’s priorities have been defined largely to support MOHLTC and pan-LHIN
strategies and programs. For HSSOntario to effectively deliver on its mandate, it must
work in concert with both MOHLTC and LHIN partners to ensure there is appropriate
focus on joint priorities and that there is agility to support evolving business needs. A
review of provincial programs and strategies has informed the role HSSOntario has in
helping to achieve desired health-sector outcomes.

Provincial Priorities Impacting HSSOntario

The following is a summary of provincial strategies that have directly influenced
HSSOntario’s inaugural Strategic Plan and Annual Business Plan.
Patients First: Action Plan for Health Care is the MOHLTC’s blueprint for the next
phase of health system transformation. The plan seeks to provide faster access to the
right care; deliver innovative, connected and integrated care; provide education and
information to patients and caregivers to make right decisions about their health; and
ensure a fiscally sustainable public health system by making decisions based on value
and quality.
Patients First: A Roadmap to Strengthen Home and Community Care is a three-year
plan to transform home and community care. It outlines the path Ontario will follow to
introduce greater consistency in care, a better understanding of the services available,
more support for caregivers and, ultimately, better access to the right care for those who
need it most.
Health Care Sector Supply Chain Strategy was developed with a mandate to provide
recommendations on a province-wide supply chain strategy for healthcare and to analyze
strategic procurement structures now in place to understand current capabilities and
opportunities.
Digital Health Strategy was developed to advance modern, integrated, patient-centred
care. The strategy aims to: enhance access to health information and services;
strengthen quality, effectiveness and accountability; and stimulate innovation and growth.
LHIN Priorities as defined in their mandate letters from the MOHLTC. These priorities
reflect the work LHINs will be engaged over the coming year and provide insight in to
possible opportunities for centralized support.
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Budget

The HSSOntario forecast over the next three years can be found in the following table:
Base Budget

FY18/19

FY19/20

FY20/21

Salaries and Benefits

$24,501,137

$24,501,137

$24,501,137

Information Technology

$16,319,950

$16,319,950

$16,319,950

Office Space

$1,834,652

$1,834,652

$1,834,652

Other Professional Expenses and Fees*

$4,461,906

$4,461,906

$4,461,906

Annual Conference

$527,817

$527,817

$527,817

Teleconferencing and Mobile Technology

$198,230

$198,230

$198,230

Training and Development Support for LHINs

$168,680

$168,680

$168,680

Training and Development of HSSOntario Staff

$246,350

$246,350

$246,350

Administration, Supplies and Meeting Expenses

$189,766

$189,766

$189,766

$81,720

$81,720

$81,720

$48,530,208

$48,530,208

$48,530,208

$150,000

$150,000

$150,000

$48,680,208

$48,680,208

Travel and Accommodation
Total
Amortization

Special Projects
Enterprise Review

Total

TBC
$48,680,208

*Includes legal expenses for all 14 LHINs and HSSOntario
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Budget Considerations
Enterprise Review
HSSOntario’s ability to progress the Enterprise Review program is dependent on receiving
additional funding from the MOHLTC. Numerous aspects of the Enterprise reviews require
engagement of third party expertise. The projected budget for this work is $1,000,000 for
FY18/19.
Given that the primary goal of the Enterprise Review is to identify opportunities for
improved effectiveness and efficiencies there will likely be an impact on future budgets.
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Staffing Plan

HSSOntario’s organizational structure has been designed to ensure a robust executive
team is in place to lead the organization through its formative years. HSSOntario operates
within a strong matrix environment and, as such, collaboration is required across multiple
divisions in the delivery of organizational priorities and goals.

CEO

CIO AND
VP TECHNOLOGY
STRATEGY

VP CARE
INNOVATIONS AND
PLANNING

VP PROGRAMS
INNOVATIONS AND
PLANNING

VP FINANCE AND
ENTERPRISE
PROJECTS

VP PROVINCIAL
LABOUR AND
HUMAN RESOURCES

VP CORPORATE
SERVICES

The distribution of resources by division is depicted below. The large staff counts
associated with technology are attributed to the fact that HSSOntario has an in-house
software development team as well as a department managing the IT infrastructure for
HSSOntario and all 14 LHINs across the province. At this time the assumption is that staff
counts will remain constant from FY18/19 through to FY20/21.

7

PROVINCIAL HR/COMMUNICATIONS

19.5

CORPORATE SERVICES,
FINANCE AND
ENTERPRISE PROJECTS

45

CARE/PROGRAM
INNOVATION AND
PLANNING

5

CEO OFFICE AND
GOVERNANCE
SUPPORT

149

TECHNOLOGY
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To realize the full potential of the organization’s mandate, it is important to ensure its
people are provided with an environment which encourages growth, innovation and
empowerment. HSSOntario’s ability to attract, develop and retain highly skilled and
motivated employees is paramount to delivering on the objectives and goals of the
Strategic Plan. Existing strategies will evolve over the next three years to position the
organization to retain and attract top talent. Some key strategies include:
● Refresh the training program to promote growth and development of top talent.
● Ensure that various levels of management are trained to support
succession planning.
● Conduct employee engagement exercises. Establish and execute plans
to address improvement areas.
● Develop employment brand to attract top talent.
● Promote organizational health and wellness by investing in wellness programs
to support staff and management.
● Conduct and commit to workforce planning to ensure appropriate skills,
experience and capacity to ensure effective relationship management with
clients and effective delivery of service and product.
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Risk Analysis

HSSOntario has established an Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) framework.
ERM is a continuous, proactive, systematic approach to identify, assess, manage and
communicate risk from an organization wide, aggregate perspective to minimize the
effects of all risks on the organizations ability to meet its objectives.
As an agency of the Government of Ontario, HSSOntario has a dual reporting
responsibility from a risk-management perspective. Quarterly risk reports are provided to
both the Board of Directors as well as the MOHLTC.
The diagram below summarizes the processes and reporting elements associated with
the framework.
M I NI S T RY O F H E A LT H A N D L O N G T E R M C A R E
CR O W N A G E N CY R I S K R E P O RT
HS S ON TA R IO B O A R D O F D IR E C T OR S

FI NANC E , AU DI T & RI S K C OM M I TTE E
G OV ER NANC E R I S K REGI S TE R
EX EC UT IV E OV ERS I GHT
ENT ERP R IS E RI S K REG I S TER
ENT ERPR IS E RI S K M ANA GEM EN T C OM MI TT E E

FI N A N C E , A U D IT & R I S K C O M MI T T E E
MAXIMIZE THE VALUE OF PROVINCIAL
DIGITAL ASSETS
OPTIMIZE HEALTH SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
DELIVER OUTSANDING CORPORATE AND
BUSINESS SERVICES

RI S K TY P ES

C O N T R O L FR A ME W O R K

ORGANISATIONAL

POLICIES & PROCEDURES

FINANCIAL

INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL STANDARDS

TECHNOLOGY SHARED SERVICES

LEADING PRACTICE & BUSINESS PROCESSES

HUMAN RESSOURCES / PEOPLE / OD

LEGISLATION AND REGULATIONS

COMPLIANCE

INTERNAL REVIEWS

REPUTATION

REPORTING FUNCTIONS
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Key Risks
RISK DESCRIPTION

MITIGATION STRATEGIES

Priorities and Capacity – HSSOntario
receives project requests from a variety of
sources including the MOHLTC, pan-LHIN
committees, LHIN local initiatives, health delivery
partners, other government entities as well as
opportunities identified from within HSSOntario.
With finite capacity there is a risk that project
requests from key stakeholders cannot be
addressed within the desired timeframes.

HSSOntario is working collaboratively with
the MOHLTC and the LHINs to establish a
prioritization framework. The framework will
objectively evaluate projects and help to
establish/maintain a rolling three-year roadmap.
Project requestors will be part of the process to
identify priorities and anticipated timelines for
delivery.

Operational Costs Associated with Local
Variation – Local solutions have evolved over
time and have introduced complexity and risk
with the roll-out of provincial digital health
initiatives. Additional capacity is required to
ensure new releases of the HSSOntario suite of
applications continue to be compatible with local
IT implementations.

Through the Enterprise Review, HSSOntario will
work with LHINs and the MOHLTC to establish
governance around the implementation of digital
health assets across the province. The goal will
be to ensure local business needs are effectively
addressed while maximizing the degree of
consistency and standardization in solutions
deployed across the province.
By achieving this goal, support overhead for
the HSSOntario technology department will
be minimized. Capacity can be repurposed to
address other business needs.
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Communication Plan

Communications objectives

As a shared services organization, HSSOntario’s strategic communications are primarily
targeted at our key stakeholders, including the LHINs and the MOHLTC as well as
HSSOntario staff. The goal is to ensure that HSSOntario communicates in a timely and
effective manner with these important partners to deliver effectively on its mandate to
support the LHINs in system transformation that will improve overall patient care, create
greater consistency and equity, and enhance system sustainability through improved
efficiencies and economies of scale.
Internal communications with HSSOntario employees are first and foremost designed
to reinforce the agency’s overall vision, mission and values. They also ensure that
HSSOntario’s board, executive team and other staff members understand how everything
they do aligns with the organizational mandate and business objectives/goals.
Another communications goal is to support the LHINs in province-wide messaging,
communications materials, strategy development and issues-management counsel
designed to build broad, high-level public understanding of important health care
information in ways that help ease system navigation. These efforts, undertaken in
partnership with LHINs’ communication teams, are designed to align key messaging with
overall LHIN objectives.
Finally, in its role as producer of the LHINs’ annual Achieving Excellence Together
Conference, HSSOntario engages in proactive, event-specific promotion through multiple
channels designed to solicit high-quality abstract proposals for presentations, as well as
robust delegate registration and stakeholder participation.
Below is an outline of our overall communications plan for 2018/19. Individual
communications plan for each initiative will also be developed by HSSOntario. In the
meantime, below is our strategic approach overall for communications at HSSOntario in
2018/19.
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Target Audiences
Primary Audience

HSSOntario’s Board, executive team, and employees
LHIN CEOs and Senior Management
LHIN Communications teams
Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care stakeholders and
government officials
● Other health system partners, as required

Secondary Audience
(primarily targeted through
LHIN communications
supported by HSSOntario)

● Patients, families, caregivers and the broader public
● Health care professionals across all disciplines and sectors
● Health system quality influencers

Audiences targeted for
proactive Achieving
Excellence Together
conference and awards
marketing/communications

● LHIN stakeholders
— LHIN boards, executives and employees
— Health care providers, primary care, mental health and
addictions, public health, hospital and acute care, home and
community care, community support agencies, etc.
— LHIN Patient and Family Advisory Committees; patients,
caregivers and the public; diverse communities (e.g.,
indigenous and francophone)
● Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care
● Health-system leaders
● Associations and advocacy groups
● Regional health authorities across Canada
● Students and researchers
● Past presenters, exhibitors and delegates
● Prospective presenters, exhibitors and delegates

●
●
●
●
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Tactics
Engaging with LHINs and
Ministry stakeholders

● Facilitate regular meetings of LHIN Communicators that may
include key representatives from the Ministry of Health and
Long-Term Care and the Minister’s Office
● Collaborate with LHIN and Ministry communications teams
to identify areas for HSSOntario support on province-wide
messaging
● Conduct communications audits and inventories on behalf of
the LHINs, identifying opportunities for pan-LHIN, provincial
communications
● Provide timely updates to LHIN and Ministry communications
teams on HSSOntario developments and product launches

HSSOntario internal
communications

● Ensure HSSOntario board, executive team and employees
understand mandate, vision and mission and objectives
● Convey narrative of how HSSOntario is delivering on its
mandate and how team-member contributions align with
the Annual Business Plan

Digital communications and
social media

● Maintain HSSOntario website and ensure it conveys all
information required by legislation and/or for transparency
● No proactive social media/digital outreach for HSSOntario;
instead, assist LHINs with products (including social media
content, as required) that convey consistent province-wide
messaging

Achieving Excellence Together
conference marketing/
communications

● Proactive communications with HSSOntario key stakeholders
and other health system partners to drive stakeholder delegate/
exhibitor registration and abstract submissions
● Provide LHINs with conference key messages that they can
disseminate via appropriate channels (e.g., e-blasts, social
media, etc.) to encourage attendance/participation by LHINs
and their stakeholders, and solicit nominations for conference
awards program
● Develop HSSOntario booth and educational materials for
conference Exhibit Hall presence
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Appendix A – Corporate Governance

HSSOntario’s Board of Directors is the organization’s governing body. Drawing on a broad
range of expertise, the Board provides strategic leadership and direction, establishes
policies and monitors HSSOntario’s performance.
Membership of the Board of Director’s has been established by the Public Appointments
Secretariat through Order in Council (OIC) appointments. HSSOntario’s Board of Director
Appointments are as follows:
POSITION

MEMBER NAME

TENURE

Chair (part-time)

Nancy Naylor

01-Jan-2017 to 31-Dec-2019

Vice-Chair (part-time)

William (Bill) Macleod

11-Jan-2017 to 10-Jan-2020

Member (part-time)

Kevin French

01-Jan-2017 to 31-Dec-2019

Member (part-time)

Timothy Hadwen

01-Jan-2017 to 31-Dec-2019

Member (part-time)

Susan Fitzpatrick

11-Jan-2017 to 10-Jan-2020

Member (part-time)

Bradley R Coslett

05-April-2017 to 04-Apr-2020

Finance, Audit and Risk Committee – the purpose of the Finance, Audit and Risk
Committee, on behalf of the Board, generally is to ensure that the Agency conducts itself
according to the principles of ethical financial and management behaviour and is efficient
and effective in its use of public funds by giving oversight to HSSOntario’s accounting,
financial reporting and audit practices.
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Appendix B – Accommodations Plan

Office Space 1 – 130 Bloor St W.

The primary office location for HSSOntario is 130 Bloor St W., Toronto. This office space
accommodates approximately 220 workers. A binding lease agreement is in place until
the end of July 2022. Details of the space are as follows:
●
●
●
●

Lease Start Date: October 2010
Lease End Date: July 2022
Total Space Leased: 36,725 square feet
Price per Square Foot – base rent plus operating cost: $38.15.

Office Space 2 – 425 Bloor St E.

This office space is primarily for LHIN legal, and meeting space for the 14 LHIN CEO’s
and Board Chairs.
●
●
●
●

Lease Start Date: October 2015
Lease End Date: September 2020
Total Space Leased: 8,178 square feet
Price per Square Foot – base rent plus operating cost: $32.06.

Health Shared Services Ontario
130 Bloor Street West, Suite 200
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5
Tel: 1-416-750-1720
Web: www.hssontario.ca

